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STRUCTLIRE OF THE NEAR-INJECTOR REGION OF 
NON-EVAPORATING PRESSURE-ATOMIZED SPRAYS 

by 

0. A. Ruff., L. P. Bemalt and G. M. Feetho 
DepamnRlt of Aerospace Engineering 

The University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan - 
The dense-spray region of pressure-atomized 

nonevaporating sprays in the atomization breakup regime was 
studied, emphasizing the properties of the multiphase mixing 
layer which surrounds the all-liquid core. The dispersed-phase 
properties of a large-scale (9.5 mm injector diameter) water jet 
injected vertically down in still air was measured using double- 
flash holography. The inner portion of the mixing layer 
contained large irregularly-shaped liquid elements and drops 
with the proportion of drops increasing and drop sizes 
decreasing with increasing radial distance. The all-liquid core 
and the liquid elements cause mean liquid volume fractions to 
be high near the axis; however, the gas-conmining region is 
relatively dilute at each instant. The velocities of large drops are 
generally much larger than small drops and predictions based 
on the locally-homogeneous-flow approximation, providing 
direct evidence of significant separated-flow effects. Thus, the 
locally-homogeneous-flow approximation only provided good 
estimates of mixing properties for liquid volume fractions 
greater than 0.2 during past studies because the small drops and 
the gas contribute very little to the dynamics of the flow due to 
their small mass fractions at these conditions, not because their 
motion satisfies the locally-homogeneous-flow approximation 
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This investigation considered the near-injector, dense- 
spray, region of nonevaporating pressure-atomized sprays, 
e.g.. round water jets injected into still air. The flow is of 
interest as the multiphase counterpart of the single-phase round 
turbulent jet; however, it also has numerous practical 
applications in propulsion and power systems, e.&, pressure 
atomization is used for fuel or propellant injectors of 
afterburners, liquid rocket engines, and fuel-injected internal 
combustion engines. Earlier measurements of liquid volume 
fractions and entrainment rates in the dense-spray region, 
reported by Ruff et al.,' were extended to provide the 
properties of the dispersed phase using single- and double-flash 
holography. The new measurements were used to continue 
evaluation of analysis of the flow based on the locally- 
homogeneous-flow (LHF) approximation of multiphase flow 
theory, i.e., the assumption that interphase transport rates are 
infinitely fast so that both phases have the same instantaneous 
velocity and are in thermodynamic equilibrium at each point in 
the flow. Present considerations were limited to the near- 
injector region, within the atomization breakup regime as 
defined by Ranz? since this breakup regime is of greatest 
importance for practical applications. 

Figure 1 is a sketch of the near-injector region of a 
pressure-atomized spray during atomization breakup.3 The 
near-injector region involves an all-liquid core surrounded by a 
multiphase mixing layer which &gins to develop right at the 
injector exit far atomization breakup. The portion of the 
multi hase mixing layer nearest to the all-liquid con is e 
compLx f b ~  - containing imgular liquid e a r n ?  
pnd dmpa - which resulrn from the removal of liqrud om the 
con as the fmt step in the atomization proeess. The outer edge 
of the mixing layer, however, has characteristics similar to a 
dilute spray, consisting of rather widely spaced spherical dmps 
with mean liquid volume fractions less than 1 percent The 
boundary between the dense- and dilute-spray regions is not 
well defied, however, most studies of dilute sprays have bem 
limited to the region downstream of the all-liquid c o n  as 
identified in Fig. 1. The resulting dense-spray region can 
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Past studies of dense sprays have recently been 
reviewed by Faeth;3 therefore, only their main features will be 
considered here. Earlier work has been relatively limited due to 
the difficulties of making measurements, or even optically 
penetrating, a multiphase flow when liquid volume fractions 
vary over a wide range Thus, even the extent of the dense- 
spray region is uncertain. Phinney? Hiroyasu et al.? and 
Chehroudi et d.6 have attempted to measure the length of the 
all-liquid core; however, their results are scattered and are not in 
good agreement with one another.6 

In an attempt to circumvent the difficulties of mating the 
details of a flow having widely varying phase topography and a 
variety of physical phenomena - collisions, breakup, 
interphase transport with closely-packed dispersed-phase 
elements, etc. - a number of workers have studied the use of 
the LHF approximation to analyze dense sprays. LHF analysis 
circumvents the need for separated-flow parameters that are 
poorly understood for dense sprays, however, the effectiveness 
of the approach is controversial. Bracco,' and Wu et al.8.9 
report measurements of spray angles and drop velocities in 
nonevaporating pressure-atomized sprays at high pressures, 
concluding that LHF analysis was effective for their test 
conditions. On the other hand, earlier work in this laboratory 
indicated that the LHF approach generally overestimates the rate 
of development of multiphase jets and while it provides useful 
qualitative information it is not quantitatively accurate for most 
practical sprays.'O-" Even results of LHF analysis for sprays 
in high-pressure gases were not satisfactory since drop inertia is 
significant in the rapidly decelerating flow field of typical 
sprays due to relatively small injector diameters and fast rates of 

Experimental evidence on both sides of the 
controversy comes from dilute portions of sprays and panicle- 
laden flows, however, and the relevance of this information to 
dense-spray processes is questionable. 

The first phase of the present investigation sought to 
help resolve controversies concerning the slructure and extent 
of the dense-spray region, and the effectiveness of analysis of 
dense sprays based on the LHF approximation.' Experiments 
were undertaken with large-scale (9.5 and 19.1 nun diameter 
injectors having both fully-developed and slug flows at the 
injector exit) non-evaporating water jets in still air at 
atmospheric pressure. Operation in both the wind-induced and 
atomization breakup regimes was considered. The following 
measurements were made: flow visualization using flash 
photography, time-averaged mean liquid volume fractions using 
gamma-ray absorption, and air entrainment rates and mean and 
fluctuating liquid velocities at the jet exit using laser-Doppler 
anemometry (LDA). Measurements were compared with 
predictions based on the LHF approximation along the lines of 
Mao et al.,fO." after calibration of estimates of turbulent 
mixing rates based on measurements in single-phase variable- 
density jets.) 

The findings of Ruff et al.l have helped to clarify some 
issues of dense sprays. Measurements of mean liquid volume 
fractions showed that the initial rate of development of the flow, 
and the length of the all-liquid core, are swongly dependent on 
both the degree of flow development at the jet exit and the 
breakup regime, with fully-developed flow and atomization 
breakup yielding the fastest rates of flow development. This 
sensitivity of the flow to jet exit conditions probably accounts 
for past contmvenies concerning the length of the all-liquid 
c0re,~-6 since it is difficult to provide well-defined jet exit 
conditions when small injector passages are used. Predictions 
of mean liquid volume fractions based on the LHF 
approximation were reasonably good within the near-injector 
region for atomization breakup, including correct predictions of 
the sensitivity of the flow to the degree of flow development at 
the jet exit. However, predictions began to significantly 
overestimate the rate of development of the flow as the spray 

became dilute, i.e. for mean liquid volume fractions along the 
axis less than 0.2. Furthermore, the theory provided no 
warning of vastly reduced mixing rates that were observed 
when the flow was in the wind-induced breakup regime, where 
formation of the multiphase mixing layer begins downstream of 
the jet exit and drop sizes are generally larger than for 
atomization breakup. Finally, entrainment rates of the sprays 
were generally overestimated for all conditions, although 
predictions tended to improve as Reynolds numbers were 
increased in the atomization breakup regime. This behavior 
was attributed to the poorer performance of LHF analysis in 
dilute sprays since entrainment is dominated by the mixing 
propetties of the dilute-spray region near the outer edge of the 
multiphase mixing layer. ?%e findings generally suggested that 
the LHF approximation represents behavior approaching the 
limit of infinitely-large jet Reynolds numbers or Ohnesorge 
numbers,'*.'9 where drops become infinitely small; concluding 
that practical sprays invariably involve effects of separated flow 
-particularly in the dilute-spray regions of the flow. 

The present investigation extends the study of Ruff et 
aL,l emphasizing separated-flow phenomena within the 
multiphase mixing layer near the injector exit. Measurements 
were carried out using the same apparatus with test conditions 
limited to the atomization breakup regime. Visualization of the 
flow was emphasized in order to provide direct information on 
the topography of the dispersed hase within the multiphase 
mixing layer. This was accomplis!ed using single- and double- 
flash holography to yield drop size and velocity distributions as 
well as the character of irregular liquid elements found near the 
all-liquid core. Similar to Ruff et al.,l measurements were 
compared with predictions based on the LHF approximation to 
help provide a measure of separated-flow effects. 

The paper begins with a description of experimental 
methods followed by discussion of the main features of the 
LHF analysis. The paper concludes with a description of 
experimental findings, considering the appearance of the flow, 
drop and liquid element sizes, and drop velocities within the 
multiphase mixing layer. The present discussion is brief, 
additional details can be found in Ruff et aL20 and 
Parthasanthy et d.21 
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Based on measurements of drop size distributions in 

dilute sprays, an effect of injector diameter on dense spray 
properties can be anticipated but it is not strong.22 Thus, a 
large-scale (9.5 nun injector diameter) jet was used in order to 
get adequate spatial resolution for observations. Figure 2 is a 
sketch of the experimental arrangement. Water was used as the 
test liquid, injected vertically downward in still air. The water 
was collected in a baffled tub, to prevent splashing up into the 
area where measurements were made, and discharged to a 
drain. City water was supplied to the injector by a centrifugal 
pump. The water flow rate was adjusted using a bypass system 
and measured with a turbine flow meter which was calibrated 
by collecting water for timed intervals. 

Present tests were limited to a long length-to-diameter 
injector which provided fully-developed turbulent pipe flow at 
the in' tor exit The injector consisted of a honeycomb flow 
s h a i g ~ c r  (1.6 mm cells. 25 mm long) followed by a simple 
circular converging W o n  to a constant-aru passage having a 
length of41 M e  diunctcrs. M u s ~ m c n t s  of distributions 
of man  and fluchlating veloeities at the injector exit20 were in 
reasonably good agreement with existing measurements for 
fully-developed turbulent pipe fl0w.~3,~4 Inshumentation WBS 

thueforc, the flow shllcture was measured by 
horizontally (up to lm with a positioning 

p e ~ ~ r n ~ y  of 5 WU) and v~rtically (up to 2m with a positioning 



accuracy of 0.5 mm). 

Instrumentation 

Earlier measurements involving flow visuahzation using 
flash photography, liquid volume fractions using gamma-ray 
absorpaon, and jet exit and entrainment velocities using laser 
Doppler anemomehy are described elsewhere.l.20.21 Present 
measurement9 were limited to dispersed-phase properties in the 
multiphase mixing layer using holography 

Since the topography of liquid elements in dense sprays 
is variable, direct photography provides the only reliable 
approach for measuring dispersed-phase properties. The 
combined requirements of high magnification, reasonable depth 
of field, and analysis of non-planar motion, can best be 
satisfied by single-flash holography for liquid element size and 
shape properties, and double-flash holography for liquid 
element velocities. An off-axis holographic arrangement was 
used based on the Spectron Development Laboratories Model 
HTRC-SO00 system, with an angle of 28" between the object 
and reference beams The system was modified, however, to 
improve performance in dense sprays. In particular, dense 
sprays require large light intensities so that the flow can be 
penetrated, and high magnification since small drops are of 
interest. This was accomplished by reducing the diameter of 
the object beam through the spray and then subsequently 
expanding it (7-8:l) back to the same size as the reference 
beam (85 mm diameter) when the two signals were optically 
mixed to form a hologram The reference beam was directed 
past the spray within a 300 mm diameter tube to reduce optical 
noise from small drops in the environment caused by the spray 
collection system. The holograms were produced using a ruby 
laser that deposited 50 m l  in roughly 20 ns. The short laser 
pulse time stopped the motion adequately so that drops as small 
as 2 pm in diameter could be observed and drops as small as 5 
pm in diameter could be measured. The laser could be double 
pulsed with pulse separation times as short as 3 ps. This 
yielded holograms that could be reconstructed to show the 
object field at two instants of time, providing a means of 
measuring liquid element velocities. The holograms were 
obtained in a darkened rmm using AGFA 8F25HD-NAH 
unbacked holographic film plates with a 100 x 125 mm film 
format. 

The holograms werc reconstructed using a 15 mW cw 
HeNe laser which was expanded to 60 mm diameter and thm 
passed through the developed hologram to provide a real image 
of the spray in front of the hologram. The properties of the 
reconstructed spray were observed with an MTI Model 65 
video camera with optics that provided fields of view of 
roughly 1 x 1.2 mm and 2.5 x 3 mm. The larger field of view 
was more convenient for analyzing ligaments and other large 
liquid elements due to its greater depth-of-field. Computer 
controlled x-y traversing of the hologram (with a 1 p m  
resoluaon) and z traversing of the video camera (with 5 pm 
resolution) allowed the region crossed by the object beam to be 
studied. The video image was analyzed using a Gould FD 
5000 Image Processing System. A system of pins near the 
edge of the region being studied provided size and position 
reference points on the reconstructed image of the spray. 

Drops and other more-or-less ellipsoidal-shaped liquid 
elements were sized by finding the maximum and minimum 
diameter through the centroid of the image. Assuming that the 
liquid element was ellipsoidal, its diameter was taken to be the 
diameter of an ellipsoid having the same volume, Le., dp3 = 

&ax The shape of the element was characterized by its 
ellipticity, dcfmed as dm/d,,,in. This a p h  was tlot 
a m t e  f a  elon& &id clcments a ligaments whae the 
cmtroid of the image often fell outside the boundaries of the 
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image or where there were several necked-in points along the 
length of the element. In these cases, the cross-sectional area 
and perimeter of the image were measured and the maximum 
and minimum diameters of an ellipsoid having the same cross- 
sectional area and perimeter were computed. Given these 
parameters the effective diameter and ellipticity were calculated 
in the same manner as for drops. Results at each position in the 
flow were summed to find the Sauter mean diameter (SMD) and 
the volume-averaged ellipticity. 

Velocity measurements were limited to drops and more- 
or-less ellipsoidal-shaped liquid elements since it was difficult 
to obtain non-overlapping images of larger objects having 
complex shapes. These measurements were based on the 
motion of the centroid of the image and were correlated as a 
function of diameter using a least-squares fit. This allowed 
plots of drop velocities at fixed diameters across the width of 
the mixing layer while making maximum use of data on the 
holograms at each position. 

Measurements were made at x/d = 12.5,25,50 and 100 
for r/x = 0.050. 0.075, 0.100, 0.125 and 0.150 except in 
instances where the innermost location was still within the all- 
liquid core. Measurements at each location were obtained from 
a 4 x 4 x 4 mm volume, averaging results over no less than 
four holograms. This corresponds to a spatial average of f  r/x 
= 0.017 at x/d = 12.5, reduced proportionally at larger 
distances from the injector exit. Measurements involved 
analysis of 50-100 objects for d x  5 0.075 and 200-500 
objects for r/x 2 0,100, the fewer objects nearer the liquid c o n  
reflecting the fact that liquid elements were generally much 
larger in this region. 

Experimental uncertainties were generally dominated by 
sampling limitations rather than the resolution of liquid elemmt 
properties from the reconstructed holograms. Estimates of 
experimental uncertainties (95 percent confidence) are as 
follows: Sauter mean diameter less than 10 percent, volume- 
averaged ellipticity less tban 15 percent, and liquid element 
velocities less than 20 percent. 

B t  Conditions 

Measurements of the s+mcture of the multiphase mixing 
layers were limited to fully-developed jet exit conditions for 
atomization breakup using a 9.5 mm diameter injector passage. 
The test conditions are summarized in Table 1. The injector 
Reynolds number was reasonably high yielding nearly fully- 
developed turbulent pipe flow at the jet exit. Ran22 suggests 
Wef > 8 and We > 13 for atomization breakup, while Miessez 
recommends $eg > 40.3 for atomization breakup: by either 
criterion the present flow was well into the atomization breakup 
regime which clearly corresponded to its appearance.1 

Table 1 Summary of Test Condition@ 

Injector diameter (mm) 9.5 
Flow rate (kg/s) 3.99 
Iniector mssure dro~ &Pa) 2520 

56.7 
534000 
419000 
492.8 
0.00121 

__ 
a Rersure-atomized water jet injected vertically downward in 
still air at 98.8 Wd, 298 + 2K, L/d = 41; yielding fully- 
developed turbulent pipc flow at injector exit and atorniiation 

~~ 

breakup. 
bAvcragejct exit velocity. 



Analysis of the dcnse spray was limited to the use Of the 
LHF approximation along the lines of past work in this 
laboratory, see Faeth3 for a description of the general 
formulation. The main features of the analysis will be 
described in the following, however, since the formulation was 
simplified in the interest of reducing empiricism from the 
approach described by Ruff et al.l and Ruff and FaethZ0 for the 
same flows. In particular, it was found that the low levels of 
water evaporation in the test sprays had little effect on 
predictions;' therefore, this effect was ignored, passing to the 
limit of a nonevaporating spray. 

In addition to the LHF approximation, the major 
assumptions of the analysis were as follows: steady (in the 
mean) axisymmetric flow with no swirl; boundary-layer 
approximations apply; negligible kinetic energy and viscous 
dissipation of the mean flow; buoyancy only affects the mean 
flow; equal exchange coefficients of all species and phases; and 
negligible mass transport between the phases. These 
assumptions are either conditions of the experiments or have 
been justified by in the past, with the exception of the LHF 
approximation which is to be evaluated here. 

Under these assumptions, all scalar properties are only 
functions of mixture fraction (defined as the fraction of mass at 
a mint which orieinated from the iniector). Furthermore. the 
initantaneous mixiure fraction can oniy take on values ofoor I 
since a particular point  can only be in either gas (f 0) or liquid 
(f=:l j, I e , h e  probability density function of mixture fraction 
consiw of Dirac delta functions ai f-0 and 1. Denoting scalar 
properties at the jet exit and in the environment to be and &,* 
all mean scalar properties can then be found in terms of the 
Favre averaged mean mixture fraction,?, as follows: 

6 = &.,(I - f )  + @  (1) 

Similarly, higher moments of scalars - @', v, etc. - are also 
only functions o f f  for present conditions. 

Given Eqs. ( I )  and (Z), the flow field can be found 
using a simplified version of the conserved-scalar formalism of 
Lockwood and Naguib?6 but based on mass-weighted (Fame) 
averages, following  bilge^.^' Governing equations are solved 
for conservation of mass, streamwise mean momentum, mean 
mixture fraction, turbulence kinetic energy, and the rate of 
dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy. Unlike the formulation 
of Ruff et al.I and Ruff and FaethZO (which is suitable for 
evaporating flow). however, there is no need to solve a 
governing equation for mean-squared mixture fraction 
fluctuations since scalar properties can bc found in terms of? 
from Eqs. (1) and (2). The specific formulation of the 
oveming equations and all empirical constants can be found in A ef. 3. The approach was successfully calibrated for a variety 

of constant and variable density single-phase round jets;% the 
formulation and constants, however, are not very different fmm 
those used by Lockwood and Naguib.26 

Initial conditions for the calculations were specified at 
the injector exit. The LDA velocity measurements showed that 
flow propenies closely approximated fullydeveloped turbulent 
pipe flow; therefore, rather than interpolate LDA measurements 
at d d  = 0.1, initial profiles of G, k and E were taken from 
Him23 and SchlichtingU for fully-dcvelapcd turbulent pipe 
flow while ? = 1 at the in+ector exit by defmition (notc that 

F a m -  and time-averaged quantities are identical for the single- 
phase flow at the injector exit). 

The governing equations were solved using 
GENMIX.29 The large density variation of the flow caused 
problems of computational stability and numerical accuracy, 
requiring much finer grids than are usually needed for single- 
phase flows. Present computations used 720 crosstream grid 
nodes with seeamwise step sizes limited to 0.15 percent of the 
current flow width. Doubling the number of grid nodes in both 
the crosstream and sh-eamwise directions changed predictions 
Less than 1 percent. 

Photographs of typical hologram reconstructions, taken 
from the video monitor of the image analysis system, are 
illustnted in Figs, 3-5. These results were obtained within the 
multiphase mixing layer at x/d = 12.5 and r/x = 0.150, 0.100 
and 0.075. These radial positions correspond to points near the 
outer edge of the multiphase mixing layer, near the middle of 
the multiphase mixing layer, and near the all-liquid core, 
respectively. All three photographs were obtained with the 
same magnification yielding a field of view of 1725 x 2250 wm 
and are from single-pulse holograms. Except near the liquid 
surface, usually only a few drops or liquid elements (or 
portions of them) are in focus for any one screen image of the 
video monitor. Thus, the photographs have a mottled 
appearance due to out-of-focus drops. Furthermore, the images 
on the monitor are much larger and easier to interpret - 
particularly since the focal plane can be moved to sharpen the 
focus on any one object. 

Conditions near the outer edge of the multiphase mixing 
layer, Fig. 3, correspond to a dilute spray: the liquid elements 
consist of relatively small spherical drops and the liquid volume 
fraction is quite small so that the drops are spaced quite far from 
one another. Moving to the middle of the multiphase mixing 
layer, Fig. 4, the flow largely remains a dilute spray although 
drop diameters and drop number densities are larger than near 
the edge of the flow. In this region, however, some of the 
larger liquid elements are no longer spherical although the 
ellipticities of individual liquid elements are rarely greater than 
2. Finally, as the edge of the all-liquid core is approached, Fig. 
5, the liquid elements become quite large and are generally very 
irregular in shape, consisting of ligaments and oblong ellipsoids 
surrounded by only a few spherical drops. The Lower right- 
hand corner of Fig. 5 actually corresponds to a section of the 
surface of the all-liquid core. This surface is quite irregular and 
involves long liquid elements protruding into the mixing layer, 
suggesting initial growth of ligaments before they break away 
fmm the surface. A surprising feature of the region near the 
liquid core, however, is that the gas-containing region is 
relatively dilute at each instant. Even high-magnification 
reconstructions of this region did not reveal large numbers of 
small drops. Thus the main difference between the dilute- and 
dense-spray regions of the multiphase mixing layer is that the 
dense-spray region contains large and irregular liquid elements, 
including protuberances fmm the all-liquid core. These large 
liquid objects, as well as lateral fluctuations of the all-liquid 
core itself, cause time-averaged liquid volume fractions to be 
large even though the gas-containing region surrounding the 
liquid elements is relatively dilute at each instant. 

i/ 
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Measurements of flow shucture within the multiphase 

mixing layer for dd = 12.5, 25, 50 and 100 are illustrated in 
Figs. 6-9. The volume-averaged ellipticity, the SMD and drop 
velocities for dp = 10,W 100 and 300 pm, arc plotted BS a 
function of rlx, which is the radial similarity variable for 
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turbulent single-phase jets and plumes. This radial similarity 
variable has only been chosen for convenience: the region 
considered is analogous to the mixing-layer around the potential 
core of a single-phase jet due to the presence of the all-liquid 
core; therefore, radial profiles for flow properties do not exhibit - similarity in the rlx coordinate system. The measurements 
extend from near the edge of the all-liquid core (which was 
observed at r/x = 0.068-0.076 and 0.047-0.063 for x/d = 12.5 
and 25 in Figs. 6 and 7), to near the outer edge of the 
multiphase flow region, r/x ca. 0.150. 

In Figs. 6-9, large values of volume-averaged 
ellipticity, which are associated with the presence of large and 
irregular liquid elements, are generally found in the region of 
the all-liquid core. This region extends across most of the 
multiphase mixing layer near the jet exit but becomes 
progressively confined to the region near the axis with 
increasing distance from the jet exit. Thus, the near-injector 
region of the spray can be divided into three regions: an all- 
liquid core, a dense-spray region characterized by nonunity 
ellipticities, and an outer dilute-spray region where ellipticities 
are near unity. The outer region progressively grows with 
increasing distance from the injector, eventually reaching the 
axis somewhat downstream of the region where liquid stripping 
by the formation of ligaments and other large liquid elements 
has caused the all-liquid core to disappear. 

Sauter mean diameters, illustrated in Figs. 6-9, 
progressively decrease with increasing radial distance, similar 
to the ellipticity. Values of the SMD near the &-liquid core are 
quite large, 500-800 pm, due to the presence of large irregular 
liquid elements. Near the edge of the flow in the dilute-spray 
region, however, drop sizes are much smaller, in the range 
1M)-200 pm. In a few positions, measurements are somewhat 
inconsistent with respect to neighboring points, e.g., results at 
r/x = 0. IO in Fig. 7. This behavior is probably due to sampling 
limitations: additional measurements are being obtained to - reduce aberrations of this type. Several phenomena are 
probably responsible for the progressive reduction of SMD 
with increasing radial distance, as follows: the tendency of large 
liquid elements to shatter as they encounter low velocity gas 
near the edge of the flow; the fact that breakup of ligaments and 
other large liquid elements requires a finite time allowing them 
to traverse the inner ponions of the mixing layer, and increased 
turbulent dispersion of small drops which enhances their 
migration toward the edge of the flow. 

Distributions of drop velocities in Figs. 6 9  include both 
measurements for various drop diameters and predictions bared 
on the LHF approximation. In the region near the all-liquid 
core, the largest drops have velocities which are comparable to 
liquid injection velocities, ca. 57 d s .  This follows since 
velocities within the all-liquid c m  remain relatively close to jet 
exit velocities while the large drops have probably only recently 
Formed and have not had sufficient time for drag from the gas 
phase to slow their motion. The velocities of drops of all si=, 
however, tend to decrease with increasing radial distance. This 
is expected since gas velocities are lowest near 4 edge of the 
flow and drops in this region have had more time to 
accommodate to gas velocities. A surprising feature of the 
results of Figs. 6-9, however, is that small drops (which 
should have velocities relatively close to local gas velocities) 
have relatively low velocities which are nearly constant across 
much of the mixing layer - particularly at dd = 12.5 and 25 
(Figs. 6 and 7). This suggests that momentum,exchangc 
bermcn tbc Muid ud ga8 is mt vuy efficient in tbc multiph.sc 
mixing la er, perhap8 due to the presence of large liquid 

den= spray region near tbc all-liquid COIC. rn rc~ul@ in 
relatively large relative Velocities bctwm & phares the 

elmnts &ving Ielatively low s u * ~ - ~ v o l u m e  ratios) in the 

all-liquid which probably helps panotc *. W 

The fact that the drop velocities plotted in Figs. 6-9 vary 
substantially with drop diameter at each point in the flow 
provides direct evidence that use of the LHF approximation is 
not appropriate for the present flow. In view of this, it is 
hardly surprising that the LHF predictions are not in good 
agreement with the measurements. The nature ofthe failure is 
typical of past evaluation of the LHF approximation for dilute 
sprays; namely, the rate of development of the flow is 
overestimated 5ince the analysis does not prooperly account for 
the inertia of largc drops which take significant time to 
exchange momentum with the gag phase. In view of the results 
of Figs. 6-9, it is also not surprising that the I.HF approach 
tended to overestimate the rate of entrainment of the flow during 
the evaluation of Ref. I .  Under the LHP approximation all of 
the momentum of the flow is available to the continuous phase 
to help promote mixing; however, since the drops have 
substantial relative velocities their relative momentum is not 
availahle to the gas phase and mixing is reduced accordingly. 

Ruffct al.' observed that use of the IHF approximation 
provided reasonably good predictions of liquid volume 

fractions in the dense-spray portion of the present flow (& > 
0.2). In view of the velocity measurements of Figs. 6.9, which 
exhibit large differences in vclwity beween large drops and 
small drops (which should crudely approximate gas velocities) 
almost every when, it is clear that this agmment does not result 
from the LllF approximation k ing  formally satisfied. A more 
likely explanation is that the dynamics of the flow are 
dominated by the large liquid elements so that even though the 
gas and small drops are moving at much lowcr velocities they 
do not have a significant effect. This follows since the m a s s  
fraction of gas and small drops is small due to the large density 
ratio of the flow (e&. liquid volume fractions greater than 0.2 
generally correspond to mixture fractions p t c r  than 0.99) and 
the strong d$ variation of drop mass with drop diameter 

Present measurements also do not su port recent 
hypotheses concerning dense-spray smcture whic 1 assume that 
small drops are either formed near the jet exit or are sbippcd 
from the surface of the all-liquid core and create larger drops 
within the multiphase mixing layer by collisions or 
coa1escence.7~30~~~ Instcad. it appears that hge  liquid elements 
like ligaments are formed along the surface of the all liquid 
core. These elements then h m k  up into smaller liquid elements 
either due to the development of residual instabilines within the 
liquid elements which require additional time KI complete their 
breakup action, or by the development of subsequent 
instabilities as the liquid elanmts pas6 through the relahvcly 
slow-moving gas. Smaller dmps developad hy breakup adju3t 
more rapidly to local gas velocities IO that the resulting reQccd 
relative velocities, combined with larger relative stabilizing 
effects of swface tension, fmally end the breakup process. The 
smaller drops then spread across the mixing layer through the 
mechanism of turbulent dispmion. .Ihus, dense sprays do nu 
cornspond to closely-spaced spherical elements dominated by 
collision procesres; instad, they correspond to a relatively 
dilute flow of imgularly-shaped liquid elements dominated by 
breakup processes. Current estimates of breakup times of 
drops suggest that they are comparable to mixing times in 
~ p r a y s , ~  which appears io be consistent with prcamt 
observations. Thus, it is likely that analysis of brcakup w'U 
have to be an integral pan of analysis of dense sprays. 
Fortunately, the fact that the dense-spray region is optically 
accessible using high-resolution holography should bc helpful 
for gaining a better understanding of the breakup processes 
relevant to chis flow. 

Conclusinnr 
The near-injector region of a pnssun-atomized spra in 

pipe flow at the jet exit, wp8 investigated. Tbc major 
eooclusioos of the study ~IC aa follow. 

t b c a l o ~ b n a l r u p ~ p r i t h f u l l y & v C l o p e d t u r b ~ l  
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Drop velocities increase significantly with increasing 
drop size throughout the near-injector region, providing 
unequivocal evidence of the importance of separated- 
flow effects in dense sprays. Thus, the success of the 
LHF approximation at high liquid volume fractions is 
largely caused by the fact that the momentum of the gas 
and small drops does not have a strong influence on the 
dynamics of the flow since their total momentum is a 
small fraction of the total due to the large density ratio of 
the flow, even though they have significantly different 
velocities from the bulk of the liquid. 

The multiphase mixing layer around the all-liquid core 
primarily consists of large irregularly-shaped liquid 
elements and drops, near the core, with the proportion 
of drops increasing and drop sizes and mean liquid 
volume fractions decreasing with increasing radial 
distance. Even near the all-liquid core, however, the 
gas containing region is relatively dilute at each instant 
This structure implies that breakup and turbulent 
dispersion of drops dominate processes in the 
multiphase mixing layer - not drop collisions as has 
been suggested in the past. 

High resolution double pulse holography is capable of 
penehating the multiphase mixin layer to the surface of 
the all-liquid core as long as t t e  object beam is not 
directed through the all-liquid core itself. This 
instrument provides a valuable approach for studying 
the properties of dense sprays since it can deal with 
irregularly-shaped liquid elements that are problematical 
for other measurement techniques used in multiphase 
flows. 
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Radial profils of dispersed-phase propdm at xld = Fig. 7 Radial Pmfiks of dispersed-phase proprticS at d d  = Fig. 8 
25. so. 
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Fig. 9 Radial profiles of dispersed-phase properties at x/d = 
100. 
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